Automatic Segmentation and Detection of Small Bowel Angioectasias in WCE Images.
Angioectasias are lesions that occur in the blood vessels of the bowel and are the cause of more than 8% of all gastrointestinal bleeding episodes. They are usually classified as bleeding related lesions, however current state-of-the-art bleeding detection algorithms present low sensitivity in the detection of these lesions. This paper proposes a methodology for the automatic detection of angioectasias in wireless capsule endoscopy (WCE) videos. This method relies on the automatic selection of a region of interest, selected by using an image segmentation module based on the Maximum a Posteriori (MAP) approach where a new accelerated version of the Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm is also proposed. Spatial context information is modeled in the prior probability density function by using Markov Random Fields with the inclusion of a weighted boundary function. Higher order statistics computed in the CIELab color space with the luminance component removed and intensity normalization of high reflectance regions, showed to be effective features regarding angioectasia detection. The proposed method outperforms some current state of the art algorithms, achieving sensitivity and specificity values of more than 96% in a database containing 800 WCE frames labeled by two gastroenterologists.